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What is DIMS?

You are providing a DIMS if you:

Exercise discretion to make decisions
on behalf of your client
+
You have authority to make those decisions

When it is DIMS

You are making the decisions
Examples:
 You have ongoing discretion and make decisions on your client’s behalf
 You have discretion to act, and you execute trades even if the client fails to
respond to a recommendation
 You rebalance your client’s portfolio to a changing model portfolio

When it’s not DIMS

Financial advice about using a Discretionary
Investment Management Service is not DIMS

When it’s not DIMS

Your client is making the decisions
Examples:
 You only execute transactions on your client’s say so.
 You rebalance your client’s portfolio to a fixed proportion of specified
financial products, which have been pre-agreed with the client.

Example – Is it DIMS?
 Financial Adviser (FA) reviews client’s investment
objectives and recommends a portfolio of shares.

 For “administrative convenience” the FA obtains written
authority to complete future transactions involving the
shares.
 FA always contacts the client to recommend changes to
the portfolio. FA tells the client that she will proceed with
proposed transactions unless she hears back from the
client in 10 days. Generally the client agrees with the
recommendations, which FA implements.

Financial Advice
(not DIMS)

DIMS
(not financial
advice)

Types of DIMS

DIMS

New License / Authorisation requirement?

Complexity

Contingency

Not applicable

Class

Licence needed (Financial Markets Conduct Act)

Personalised

Authorisation needed (new eligibility
requirements to be assessed under Financial
Advisers Act)

Contingency DIMS
Financial Markets Conduct Regulations 2014 clause 183:
A person may provide DIMS without an FMC Act licence or FA Act authorisation
in situations where:
 The DIMS is incidental to other financial services provided to that client; (i.e.
the investment authority is not granted for the purpose of regular
management of clients portfolio); and
The investment authority is granted in advance to cover either:

- a known temporary period (client must pre-agree necessary period);
and/or
- an unexpected period during which the client can’t reasonably give
instructions and there is an element of urgency to act

Contingency DIMS - Requirements

Requirements to provide contingency DIMS:
 The service can not be provided for more than 6 months aggregate in any
12 month period; and
 The provider nor any person associated with the provider can otherwise
provides DIMS to the client; and
 The client’s portfolio must be held directly by the client or by an
independent custodian (not by the provider); and
 The Client Agreement must comply with the requirements; and
 The Investment Authority must comply with the requirements.

Contingency DIMS - Client Agreement
The Client Agreement must:
 Be in writing
 Record that the AFA agrees to comply with the duties in FA Act ss39 & 40 to:
- act honestly in providing that service
- act in the best interest of the client
- not make use of information acquired through providing that service in order
to—
 gain an improper advantage for the adviser or any other person; or
 cause detriment to the client
 Provide for timing and content of reports to client, including why it was necessary
to act (if applicable)
 Provide for right to immediately revoke investment authority either orally or by
writing

Contingency DIMS - Investment Authority

The Investment Authority must:
 Be in writing
 Clearly disclose the scope of the investment authority, including
- any limits on the nature or type of investments and on the proportion of
each type of asset invested in, or
- if there are no such limits, it must clearly disclose that fact
 Not permit the authority to be changed without the client’s prior written
consent

Contingency DIMS – What should AFAs do?
What should an AFA do if they only want to provide DIMS that meet the
requirements of the contingency exemption?
 Make sure you have an independent custodian (or clients directly hold
their own financial products)
 Check and if necessary make changes to your client agreement a
 Check and if necessary make changes to your investment authority
 Update ABS and disclosure as necessary
 Monitor the use of each authority to ensure you do not use DIMS as main
way of managing portfolio or exceed 6 months within a 12 month time
frame
 Ensure you can provide adequate reporting to clients

DIMS that isn’t Contingency DIMS

 Simplest and most flexible next option is FMC Act licence
 Own licence or operate under a third party licence?
 FMC Act Licence allows Class or Personalised service

 Only consider authorisation for Personalised DIMS under FAA if you are
creating bespoke strategies for all DIMS clients
 Limited to personalised DIMS only if FAA authorisation

Personalised or Class?
Financial Advisers Act 2008
15 (2A) … a discretionary investment management service… is a personalised
service or a personalised DIMS if —

(a) the service is provided to a named client or a client who is otherwise
readily identifiable by the financial adviser exercising the investment
authority under that service; and
(b) the investment strategy implemented in, or to be applied under, the
investment authority has been designed to take account of the client’s
particular financial situation and goals or any 1 or more of them
(rather than merely being customised from an investment strategy that
applies to a class of clients, for example, by selecting options or by
making minor changes to the class strategy or authority).
15 (3)

A [DIMS] is a class service if it is not a personalised service.

Personalised or Class?

 To know if a DIMS is class or personalised, ask:
“How are individual decisions about particular financial products made?”
Not:
“Is the strategy appropriate for a particular individual?”

 A DIMS is personalised when the investment strategy is bespoke to the
client

Licensing action – Contingency DIMS

 Update your ABS
 Contact us to remove your DIMS FAS scope
AFAapplications@fma.govt.nz

Licensing action – Class DIMS
Review





Part B Guide: Licensing Application Guide for DIMS
Quick guide to licence applications for small businesses providing DIMS
Standard conditions for DIMS licences
Part A Guide: How do I apply for a licence?

Contact us



To let us know you are planning to apply
For the link to the on-line application portal www.e-services.fma.govt.nz

Make your application for a DIMS licence under the FMC Act
Ensure your ABS is up to date to reflect your DIMS
 “Kill 2 birds” - attach your ABS perhaps
 In the application, reference exactly where in the ABS each minimum standard is addressed
 AFA ABS guide table

Licensing action – Personalised DIMS

 Review


AFA Authorisation Guide
– minimum standards for personalised DIMS



AFA Adviser Business Statement Guide

 Update your ABS
 If you already have DIMS in your FAS scope


Email your ABS to AFAapplications@fma.govt.nz



Tell us in your email that it’s for personalised DIMS eligibility assessment

A few tips

 Examine the minimum standards and comments in the guides
 Give us just enough information to show how you will meet the minimum
standards in a way that is appropriate to your business type and size

 Making it easy to find information saves time
 Specific reference to location of answers in your ABS or attached
documents
 (For FMCA DIMS) a single supplementary document to capture
responses – this could be your ABS

Fees

 Contingency DIMS – no fee
 Existing AFAs with DIMS as at 1 Dec 2014


Personalised DIMS eligibility assessment included in original AFA authorisation fee

 Existing AFAs without DIMS as at 1 Dec 2014


Variation fee to add personalised DIMS - $115 + $178.25 per hour

 New AFAs after 1 Dec 2014


AFA application fee - $1,144.89 (covers personalised DIMS eligibility assessment)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- FMCA DIMS applications


$2,139

Talk to us

0800 434 567
www.fma.govt.nz

Points for reflection – start with the client

 Out of your current clients…
- how many make decisions themselves?
- how many do you make decisions for on their behalf?

- how many want you to make decisions on their behalf in certain
circumstances, such as when they are unavailable?
 How do you know which if the above options are preferred by your
clients?
 How are you meeting these client needs today – is there a gap?

Points for reflection – think smart

 Deciding your business model:
- Regulation promotes investor confidence
- Investors need to be confident that DIMS providers offering similar
services are subject to similar eligibility requirements
 Therefore: “Client needs” drive the choice to offer DIMS or not. Your
business model drives the type of DIMS you offer
 Consider: Does a contingency DIMS, or a class license, enable you to meet
different client needs and does it future proof your business?

Choices

 Do not offer DIMS
 Offer contingency DIMS
 Offer class DIMS – operate under another party’s license

 Offer class DIMS – you hold the license
 Offer personalised DIMS – you are authorised under the FAA and comply
with the additional eligibility requirements

Business Model
Gather Client Data
 Goals and
objectives
 Investment needs
 Financial situation
 Financial needs

Risk Tolerance


Establish clients
risk profile

Personalised
Financial Advice
 Initial
recommendation of
a particular mix of
model
portfolios/particular
model portfolio
 Recommendation to
enter into a DIMS
facility

Implementation



Portfolio of
financial products
Multi sector funds

Rebalance
 Recommend
changes act on the
clients say so

Apply
Investment Engine

Using an investment strategy that is appropriate for your client, but not
specifically designed for the client e.g.
+ investment research
+ asset allocation – strategic/tactical
+ approved product list
Or specifically design investment strategies for each client

Switch on DIMS?
Contingency?
DIMS (class)?

Exercise discretion manage some or all of
the clients holdings of
financial products

Have discretion to replace one financial product
that the client has not expressly chosen or vary
it to a changing model portfolio

Re-balancing

These are some typical questions we are asked. The answer to each depends on whether the
adviser has discretion or if the process is mechanical


If the portfolio cash balance increases over time and we wish to rebalance the portfolio back
towards the previously agreed strategic asset allocation, are we able to undertake those
transactions without having DIMS licence and without getting client agreement.



If a client adds funds to their portfolio and it is necessary to rebalance, do we need client
confirmation or sign off of for these transactions?



If a client requests a cash withdrawal which necessitates selling some securities, do we have to
get clients to sign off those transactions if we are reweighting back to agreed benchmarks?



If a portfolio requires rebalancing due to market movements do we require client sign-off or
confirmation if we are rebalancing back towards previously agreed strategic asset allocations?

